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The network structure of gels [1，2] is important for determining the strength and other 
properties such as diffusion. Furukawa and coworkers [3・5]studied interesting jungle-gym 
type gels， analyzed by scanning microscopic light scattering (SMILS) and other methods. 
We constructed two models[2] of gels， hard gel and soft gel， with different angle 
potentials. The structure and dynamics are analyzed for those two models. 
2. Model and Method 
Our model consists of triangular units， corresponding to trifunctional crosslinkers， and 
linear units， corresponding to oligomers. We perform Brownian dynamics simulation [6，7] 
















The second term of the right hand side is the effect of the viscosity， and the third term is the 
random force caused by solvent molecules. 
2. Results and Discussion 
We analyzed the loop structure and the distribution of crosslinking points. 
The radial distribution of crosslinking points shows sharper peaks for hard gel than for soft 
gel. 
*) Corresponding author: takasu@cphys.s.kanazawa-u.ac.jp 
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In Fig. 1， the numher of closed loops in each system is shown. In soft gel， we find more 
loops than in hard gel. In particular， the small loops are more ahundant for soft gel than for 
hard gel. 
From other calculations， shrinking of clusters is found， and microgels form in early stage of 
the reaction in soft gel. 
The details will be reported at the poster. 
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Fig. 1 The numher of loops for soft gel (a) and hard gel (b)， averaged over 10 
samples.口 isfor the small loops with Ls悶孟20，0 is for the large loops with 
口 isfor al the loops with Lsize壬50.Lsize is the numher of 
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20くLs;ze孟50，and 
particles constructing the loop. 
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